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Abstract

A Silicon Compiler is a tooI which can help designing a VLSI circuit. At Eindhoven Uni
versity of Technology the Design Automation Section is developing one for Digital Sys
tems. A part of the Silicon Compiler is High Level Synthesis. Register File Allocation is
in turn a sub part of High Level Synthesis.

The behavioral description of the digital system we want 10 design is translated into a
Data Flow Graph which is scheduled and alIocated in the High Level Synthesis part. Re
gister File Allocation tries to store the values that arise in the scheduled Data Flow Graph
10 a minimal number of register files and registers.

The Register File Allocation problem can be solved in two ways. The first way is to allo
cate the values 10 a minimal number of register files and afterwards to a minimal number
of registers. The second way is the other way around.

In this master thesis three algorithrns are given to solve the Register File Allocation pro
blem. The fust allocates the values to a minimal number of register files. but not neces
sarily to a minimal number of registers. The second algorithm does the opposite and the
third algorithm tries 10 minimize the number of registers given the number of register
files.

The results of the first and second algorithm are good. The solutions are near the optimal
solution of the third algorithm. The algorithms are also fast. The third algorithm cannot
be used for realistic designs since the execution time is very long.

FinalIy the algorithms are designed for register files with one bus connected to it (which
is the normal case). Therefore future work has to be done in algorithms which take care
of this restriction.
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1. Introduction

The design of VLSI circuits is becoming more and more complicated, because the con
straints belonging to the design are getting more and more tidier. A tooI that can help
designing such a VLSI circuit is a Silicon Compiler. The Design Automation Section of
the Eindhoven University of Technology is developing one for digital systems. The goal
of this silicon compiler is to translate a behavioral description of a digital system into a
possible realization in hardware. This process is also called 'from idea to ic'.

The silicon compiler is divided into three main parts. The first part is High Level Synthe
sis, the next part is Logic Synthesis and the final part is Layout Synthesis. In figure 1 an
overview of the silicon compiler is given.

Behavioral Description

Data Path
Description

Layout

Figure 1. Silicon Compiler Overview

The high level synthesis part translates a given behavioral description of a digital system
into a data path description and a state machine, hence it generates a complete register
transfer level network.

The state machine of the high level synthesis part is translated into a network of gates.
This is done by the logic synthesis part.
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Finally the data path description and the resulting gate network are passed to the layout
synthesis part. Here a layout is generated which satisfies the given behavioral description
of the digital system.

High level synthesis consists of several steps. One of these steps is called the allocation
step. Here the operations of the data path are mapped to hardware modules. The alloca
tion step cao be reduced even further, which yields into a step called register file alloca
tion.

In this master thesis possible solutions are given conceming the register file allocation
problem.
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2. High Level Synthesis of Digital Sys
tems

2.1 An Overview of High Level Synthesis

High level synthesis of digital systems translates a given behavioral description to a com
plete register transfer level network. The behavioral description, given by the user
together with some goals and constraints, is a description of the digital system we want to
design. It contains the operations of the digital system. These operations are for example
add, multiply, if, while etc. The complete register transfer level network consists of two
parts. The first part is a description of a data path containing modules interconnected with
each other. The second part is a state machine that controls the data flow in the data path.
We can divide the high level synthesis into smaller parts, see figure 2 for an overview.

Behavioral Description

Data Flow Graph

Module Generator

Optimiser

Scheduler

...---------' Control Graph

Library

Data Path State Machine
Description

Figure 2. High Level Synthesis Overview
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First the behavioral description is parsed into an Abstract Syntax Tree. Next a so called
Data Flow Graph is constructed from this tree. The data flow graph is the heart of the
high level synthesis, see [Eijnd91] for the semantics and textual format of the data flow
graph. Next the data flow graph is further optimized, because the behavioral description
is not necessarily optimal.

The Module Generator generates a set of modules which will be used for the synthesis.
The Preselection chooses the best set of modules depending on this set and the library.

We also have a part called scheduling. Here the operations of the data flow graph are
mapped to cycle steps. The goal of scheduling is to find a minimal schedule, i.e. to find a
minimal number of cycle steps and a minimal number of modules needed.

Further we have a part where the operations are mapped to the set of modules. This is
done by the Allocator. The goal of allocation is to find a minimal area of the hardware
needed. It is obvious that scheduling and allocation are closely related to each other and
hence their results heavily depend on each other. The order in which scheduling and allo
cation take place doesn't need to be fixed.

Finally the data flow graph, the control graph (generated by the scheduler) and the net
work graph (generated by the allocator) are extracted to a data path description and a
state machine.

Much more information about high level synthesis, including several examples, can be
found in [Stok91, McFar9ü, Arts91] . For an explanation of high level synthesis schedu
ling see [Heijlig91] .

2.2 High Level Synthesis Allocation

Since register file allocation is a small part of the allocator, a brief introduction of high
level synthesis allocation will be given in this paragraph. In our high level synthesis sys
tem scheduling is done before allocation.

In the allocator of the silicon compiler the operations of the data flow graph are mapped
to the set of modules generated by the module generator. The goal of the allocator is to
minimize the area of the hardware needed. The allocation phase consists of three parts:

• Module Allocation

• Register Allocation

• Interconnect Allocation

In the module allocation part, the allocator tries to map two or more operations to the
same module. This can be done if the module can perform all the operations and if all the
operations are scheduled in different cycle steps. Therefore the allocator needs the infor
mation of the scheduler.
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When a module has generated a value that has to be passed into a module in a different
cycle step (which can be the same module), a register is inserted to store this value. Mul
tiple values can be stored in the same register when the life times of the values do not
overlap. A life time of a value is defined as the interval from the write cycle step to the
last read cycle step. This process is called register allocation.

When module allocation and register allocation have taken place, the interconnect alloca
tion part is done. Interconnect allocation interconnects all the modules and registers
according to the data flow graph and the control graph. Wires, multiplexers and demulti
plexers are added.

When these three parts are executed a complete network graph has been generated. This
network graph is passed to the extractor where it is treated further for the rest of the syn
thesis that has to be done.

It is obvious that the total allocation step depends heavily on the outcome of the sche
duler. Furthermore it depends on the order in which module and register allocation are
performed. In many systems these two parts are performed independently, but when the
module allocation is performed fust, it can give useful information to the register alloca
tion and the other way around.
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3. Register File Allocation

3.1 Introduction

Register File Allocation is a part of register allocation of high level synthesis allocation.
Register file allocation tries to minimize the number of registers and register files needed
for the values that have to be stored (values have to be stored when they cross the boun
daries of a cycle step in the scheduled data flow graph). Therefore it needs as input the
data flow graph and the control graph. In the data flow graph nodes has to be inserted to
know where the storage values are. Vntil now the register file allocation part of the sili
con compiler generates a textual output containing which storage value is stored in which
register of which register file. In the future a network graph has to be generated.

An example of register file allocation will be given in the next part to give the reader an
idea of what is meant with it.

3.2 Example of Register File Allocation

Consider the data flow graph shown in figure 3 (a).

(a) (h)

Figure 3. (a) A Data Flow Graph (b) Corresponding State Graph

There are six normal operation nodes and five so called storage value nodes (short a sto
rage value). A number standing above each storage value indicates the cycle step in
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which the value has to be stored (the so called ~rite cycle step). The number below each
storage value indicates the so called read cycle step. Mark that a storage value can only
be written once, while it can be read multiple times.

Next a so called State Graph can be constructed from this data flow graph. The state
graph corresponding to the data flow graph of figure 3 (a) can be found in figure 3 (b). As
one can see the nodes of the state graph correspond with the number of cycle steps of the
data flow graph and the edges correspond with the storage values, i.e. there is an edge
from node n} to node n2 in the state graph when there is a storage value in the data flow
graph written in the cycle step corresponding to node n} and read in the cycle step corre
sponding to node n2'

Next we can perform an edge coloring on the state graph, i.e. every edge in the state
graph gets a color in such a way that there are no two adjacent edges that have the same
color. A so called proper edge coloring of the state graph of figure 3 (b) can be found in
figure 4. For convenience we write colors as numbers.

Figure 4. Colored State Graph corresponding to the Data Flow Graph of figure 3

Now we can colleet edges with the same color in sets. The storage values corresponding
to the edges of such a set can be stored in one register file. A Register File contains one or
more registers parallel, but with a limited number of busses connected to it (normally
one). The advantage of a register file above separate registers is that we have less busses.
So the values that has to be stored in a register file must have different write and read
cycle steps, otherwise bus-conflicts occur. For the state graph of figure 4 we need three
colors to give the graph a proper edge coloring and hence we need three register files.

Next we need to perform a life time analyses on the storage values of a register file to
know how many registers we will need. In figure 4 register file 0 will contain I register,
register file 1 will contain 2 registers and register file 2 will contain I register. So in total
we need 4 registers in 3 register files to store 5 values.
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The above described method is a general fonn of register file allocation. There are se
veral other methods which we will describe later on.

In the next part a fonnal definition of register file allocation will be given.

3.3 Formal Definition of Register File Allocation

Assume we have a data flow graph DFG(V, E). Let S be the set of cycle steps needed to
schedule DFG. Let Vs be the set of storage values of DFG, VscV. Next for each storage
value VE VS the following two functions are defined:

Definition 1:
The function co: Vs~S detennines for each storage value the cycle step in which it is
written.

Definition 2:
The function p: Vs~I1(S) determines for each storage value the set of cycle steps in
which it is read.

From now on we only use register files with only one bus connected to it (this is the nor
mal case). Since we want to store different storage values in a register file, the storage
values may never have pairwise the same write and read cycle steps. Formally this can be
defined as follows:

Definition 3:
For any pair Vi' VjE Vs the disjoint access relation Ris defined:

Vi R Vj == co(vJ e p(v) A co(vJ '# co(v) A p(vJ (l p(Vj) =0 A co(Vj) e p(vJ

Definition 4:
A storage group ycVs is a set of storage values such that for any pair the disjoint access
relation R holds, i.e. "i/ Vi , Vj E y: Vi R Vj'

So the storage values of a storage group can share a register file. To detennine the storage
groups of a data flow graph we can use a so called edge coloring algorithm as will be
shown later on.

Definition 5:
Let G(V, E) be a graph. A proper edge coloring for G is a coloring such that no two
edges that share a common node have the same color.

Two edges that share a common node are called adjacent. For an edge coloring algorithm
we will need the following definitions.

Definition 6:
The chromatic index X(G) of a graph G(V, E) defines the minimal number of colors
needed to give G a proper edge coloring.
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Definition 7:
Let G(V, E) be a graph. The degree <S(v) of a node VE V is the number of edges incident
to v, i.e.

Definition 8:
The degree <S of a graph G(V, E) is defined as the maximum degree of all nodes, i.e.

<S = max <S(v)
ve v

Definition 9:
Let G(V, E) be a graph. The multiplicity m(x, y) of a pair x, YE V is the number of edges
between x and y, i.e.

m(x, y) = I{e[VI' V2] E E I (VI =X M'2 =y) V (VI =Y I\V 2 =x)} I
Definition 10:
The multiplicity M of a graph G(V, E) is defined as the maximum multiplicity of all pair
of nodes, i.e.

M = max m(x,y)
x.ye V

Assume that we have a graph G(V, E). We define SC to be the set of colors where we can
choose from to color the edges of G. The cardinality of SC is determined by X(G). Fur
ther we denote with color (e) the color of edge eE E.

Definition 11:
Let G(V, E) be a graph. The set of incident colors IC(v) from a node VE V contains all
the colors of the edges incident to V, i.e.

IC(v) = {color(e) I "dxe V e[V, X]E E v e[x, V]E E}

Definition 12:
Let G(V, E) be a graph. The set of missing colors MC(v) from a node VE V contains all
the colors which are missing from node V, i.e.

MC(v) = SC - IC(v)

An example of the definitions 5 until 11 can be found in figure 5 .

We can construct from the data flow graph DFG a state graph STG. The notation used for
the edges of the state graph will be as follows: two nodes SI' S2E Sof the state graph con
nected by a directed edge from SI to S2 corresponding to a storage value VE VS of the data
flow graph will be written as ev [sl,s2].

Definition 13:
A State Graph STG(V*, E*) corresponding to a data flow graph DFG(V, E) is defined as
a directed graph where:

V* = S

E* = {ev[sl' S2] I VE VS 1\ Sj, S2E S 1\ SI = m(v) 1\ S2E p(v)}

An example of a data flow graph and its corresponding state graph can be found in the
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figures 3 (a) and 3 (b). Note that when a storage value is read multiple times it gets multi
ple edges in the state graph and hence is stored in multiple register files. From now on we
will treat such a storage value as being multiple storage values each with one write cycle
step (which is the same) and one read cycle step (which differs). Suppose for example
that the edges from node 1 to 2 and from node 1 to 3 in figure 5 belong to the same sto
rage value Vi, hence we write these edges as evJl, 2] and evJl, 3]. Furthennore we know
m(vi) = {I} and P(Vi) = {2, 3}. From now on this storage value is being treated as being
two storage values Vil and Vi

2
' Hence the edges become evj)l, 2], evj)l, 3] and

m(vi) =m(vi) ={I}, P(Vi) = {2} and P(Vi) = {3}.

X (G) =3

/5 =/5 (1) =15 (3) =3

/5 (2) =15 (4) =15 (S) =2

M =m(1,2) =m(1,3) =m(1,4) =
m(2,3) =m(3,S) =m(4,5) =1

SC= {D, 1, 2}

1C(1) ={D, 1, 2}

1C(2) ={D, 1}

1C(3) ={J, 2}

1C(4)=f1}

1C(S) =0

MC(1)=0

MC(2) ={2}

MC(3) ={D}

MC(4) ={D, 2}

MC(S) ={D, 1,2}

Figure 5. Example of the Definitions 5 until 11

Theorem 1:
Let D FG(V, E) be a data flow graph. Let STG( V* , E*) be a proper edge colored state
graph corresponding 10 DFG. The storage values of DFG corresponding to edges with
the same color of STG can be grouped in a storage group.

Proof:

We have to show that for each pair of edges with the same color the corresponding sto
rage values satisfies the disjoint access relation R. Let ev.[a, b] and ev.[c, d] be two edges, }

of STG with color (ev.J = color (ev.J. Hence m(v;) = {a},p(vi) = {b},m(vJ.) = {cl and
I }

p(v) = {dl with our assumption of storage values. We have to show Vi R Vj, i.e.
m(vi) e: p(v) /\ m(v;) ~ m(v) /\ P(Vi) n p(v) =0 /\ m(v) e: p(v;).

Suppose m(vi) E p(v), i.e. node a and node d are the same. From this foIlows that
ev[a, b] and ev[c, d] are adjacent edges. But these two edges have the same color. Hence

I }

STG is not proper edge colored, which is a contradiction. For the other three statements a
similar contradiction can be found. Hence Vi R Vj holds which concludes the proof of
theorem 1.
o

Now we have transfonned the problem of storage grouping to a weIl known problem,
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namely graph edge coloring, also known as the Chromatic Index problem. This problem
is known to be NP-complete, see [Garey79] .

Next we have to determine how many registers we need to store the storage values in a
storage group. Therefore we need the following two definitions:

Definition 14:
The function P: Vs---tS detennines for each storage value the last cycle step in which it is
read. Thus P(v) =max(p(v».

Mark that with our assumption of storage values P(v) =p(v), since each storage value
has only one read cycle step.

Definition 15:
The life time interval of a storage value VE VS is the interval [w(v), P(v)], i.e. the interval
from the write cycle step to the last read cycle step. In this interval the storage value is
life.

Now we can determine the number of registers needed in a register file simply by doing a
life time analysis on the storage values of a storage group. Such an analysis can be done
by a left edge algorithm. A left edge algorithm sorts the life time intervals ascending by
their write cycle step (therefore it is called left edge). Next it takes the storage value
belonging to the first interval and allocates it to the first register. The storage value
belonging to the second interval is also allocated to the first register if that is possible. If
it is not possible it is allocated to the second register etc. Thus a storage value is allo
cated to the first register it can be allocated to. See for example figure 6 .

Storage Value Ute Time Interval Registers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
~ Cycle Steps

stv 1

stv 2

stv 3

stv4

stv 5

[1,4J

[2,6J

[3,7J

[5,10J

[8,9J

2

1

1 st 3

st 2 ~tv 5

tv1 stv4

Register File

I Register 1 r--
I Register 2 :1--+-.....--
I Register 3 r--

Figure 6. Example of a Left Edge Algorithm to detennine the number of Registers in a
Register File
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3.4 Extensions to Register File Allocation

In the previous paragraph a general method is given conceming register file allocation.
Three extensions on this method can be given which yields in a better result, i.e. less re
gisters and register files. First we can use a bipartite edge coloring algorithm when we
take into account the clocking scheme we use. Therefore we must create a bipartite state
graph. This leads to less register files. Next we can make the state graph of the previous
paragraph and the bipartite state graph serial. This also leads to less register files. Last but
certainly not least, as we see from the results, we can use a totally different approach to
the problem: the goal of the general method is to find a minimal number of register files,
but we can also try to find a minimal number of registers. Thereafter we have to examine
which registers can be grouped in a register file. These three extensions are discussed in
the following three paragraphs.

3.4.1 The Bipartite State Graph

We assumed in paragraph 3.3 silently that a one phase clocking scheme is used. There
fore each pair of storage values must have different read and write cycle steps to join a
register file. We can extend this one phase clocking scheme into a two phase clocking
scheme to obtain a better result. Data transfer from the register files to the modules is
done in the fust phase and data transfer from the modules to the register files is done in
the second phase. In this way we can have a storage value written in cycle step s and a
storage value read in cycle step s in the same register file.

The state graph of the previous paragraph is transformed into a bipartite state graph. All
the cycle steps are split in a separate write cycle step and read cycle step. Thus the set S
is divided in Sw and Sp where Sw represents the write cycle steps and Sr represents the
read cycle steps.

Definition 16:

A bipartite state graph STG(V"', E .... ) corresponding to a data flow graph DFG(V, E) is
defined as a directed graph where:

V.... = SwuSr

E.... = (eV[sWl' sr2] I VE VS A SWj E Sw A Sr2E Sr A SWI = m(v) A Sr2E p(V)}

In figure 7 the bipartite state graph corresponding to the data flow graph of figure 3 (a) is
given.

Having this bipartite state graph we can use a bipartite edge coloring algorithm to proper
edge color the graph. There are bipartite edge coloring algorithms which are polynomial
time bounded, see [Gabow82]. In figure 7 also a proper edge coloring is given. As one
can see we need two colors in the bipartite case instead of three colors in the non bipartite
case, so we end with less register files.

The remainin~ part of the register file allocation problem stays the same as in the non
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bipartite case, so with a life time analysis of the storage values the problem is solved.

Write Cycle Steps Read Cycle Steps

Figure 7. A Proper Edge Colored Bipartite State Graph corresponding to the Data Flow
Graph of figure 3 (a)

3.4.2 The Serial State Graph

As mentioned earlier a storage value can be read multiple times. Such a storage value is
called a multiple read value.

Definition 17 :
A multiple read value is a storage value VE VS with Ip(v) > 11.
We can model a multiple read value in two ways: parallel and serial. Consider the data
flow graph section of figure 8 (a). The storage value of this data flow graph section gives
rise to three edges in the corresponding so called parallel state graph. These three edges
have all the same write cycle step but different read cycle steps. In figure 8 (b) the cor
responding parallel state graph is given. In figure 8 (c) the corresponding so called serial
state graph is given. As one can see in this figure each read cycle step, except for the last,
gives rise to a rewrite of the storage value in the same cycle step. The storage value is
read for the first time in cycle step 2 and also rewritten in this cycle step. This can be
done for the bipartite as for the non bipartite case. So in general we can model a multiple
read value in four ways. Figure 8 (d) and 8 (e) completes the example.

Thus a data flow graph gives rise to four different state graphs, namely a parallel state
graph, a serial state graph, a bipartite parallel state graph and a bipartite serial state graph.
As one can see from the colorings in figure 8 the bipartite serial state graph can be co
lored with the fewest number of colors and hence leads to the fewest number of register
files. Once again we need to perform a life time analysis on the storage values to com
pletely solve the register file allocation problem.
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(a) (b) (c)

Write Cycle Steps Read Cycle Steps

(d)

Write Cycle Steps Read Cycle Steps

(e)

Figure 8. Multiple Read Value: (a) A Data Flow Graph Section (b) Parallel State Graph
(c) Serial State Graph (d) Bipartite Parallel State Graph (e) Bipartite Serial
State Graph

3.4.3 Finding a Minimal Number of Registers

Until now we tried to proper edge color a state graph with a minimal number of colors
resulting in a minimal number of register files but not necessarily a minimal number of
registers. Another approach to the register file allocation problem is to find a minimal
number of registers but not necessarily a minimal number of register files. This approach
is discussed in this paragraph. As we will see this approach is rather simple and straight
forward. Furthermore we can only use this approach for data flow graphs free of loops.
When data flow graphs do contain loops another method can be used, see [Stok9l] .

We start from scratch so we only have a data flow graph and a control graph. To obtain a
minimal number of registers we need to perform a life time analysis on all the storage
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values. Once again this can be done with a left edge algorithm. In figure 9 an example is
given. As one can see we minimal need three registers to store the seven storage values.

RegistersStorage Value Life Time Interval

stv 1 [1,3J

stv 2 [1,4J

stv 3 [2,6J

stv 4 [4,8J

stv 5 [5,10J

stv 6 [7,9J

stv 7 [9,10J

2

1

st! 3 st! 6 i

lrtv 2 lrtv 5

stl 1 stl 4 ~i'

I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 la

~ Cycle Steps

Figure 9. Example of a Left Edge Algorithm to determine the minimal number of Regis
ters

Next we need to examine which registers can be grouped in a register file. Therefore let
reg} and reg2 be two registers. The sets W reg } and W reg2 contains the cycle steps in which

a storage value is written in reg} respectively reg2 and the sets Rregl and Rreg2 contains

the cycle steps in which a storage value is read from reg} respectively reg2' For figure 9
this results in:

W} = {1,4, 9l. R} ={3, 8, lOl, W2 ={1,5}, R2 ={4, lOl, W3 ={2, 7l. R3 = {6, 9}.

To be abIe 10 join two registers to a single register file in the non bipartite case, the regis
ters may not be written and read in the same cycie steps. Thus the registers reg} and reg2

can be grouped in a single register file in the non bipartite case when (mark the similarity
with the disjoint access relation R):

In the bipartite case two registers may have a value written and a value read in the same
cycle step to join a single register file. However both a value written or a value read is not
allowed. Thus the registers reg} and reg2 can be grouped in a single register file in the
bipartite case when:

W reg} n W reg2 = 0 /\ R reg] nR reg2 = 0

Notice that when two registers can be grouped in the non bipartite case they also can be
grouped in the bipartite case and hence we end with the same or a less number of register
files in the bipartite case.

In figure 9 only the registers 2 and 3 can be grouped in the non bipartite case. The regis
ters 1 and 2 cannot be grouped because in cycle step 1 a value is written 10 both registers
and the registers 1 and 3 cannot be grouped because in cycle step 9 a value is written to
register 1 and a value is read from register 3. In the bipartite case however the registers 2
and 3 or the registers 1 and 3 can be grouped. Registers 1 and 2 cannot be grouped
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because of the same reason why they cannot be grouped in the non bipartite case. In bath
cases (non bipartite and bipartite) however we end with 3 registers in 2 register files, but
in general we end with less registers and register files in the bipartite case.
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4. Finding Minimal Register Files

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter an algorithm is given to solve the register file allocation problem with a
minimum number of register files, but not necessarily a minimum number of registers.

Following the definitions of the paragraphs 3.3, 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 the outline of the total
algorithm is as fol1ows:

Algorithm 1 A Register File Allocation Algorithm which finds a
minimum number of register files.

procedure RegistecFile_Allocation ( DFG(V, E) , CTG(V', E) ,
parallel, bipartite )

construct state graph; {according to parallel and bipartite}
proper edge color state graph;
allocate registers in register files;

In algorithm 1 DFG is a data flow graph and CTG a control graph belonging to DFG,
parallel and bipartite are two booleans which determine what kind of state graph is to be
constructed. The state graph can easily be constructed from DFG and CTG. In the fol
lowing two paragraphs two edge coloring algorithms are given. A general edge coloring
algorithm for a non bipartite parallel/serial state graph and a bipartite edge coloring algo
rithm for a bipartite parallel/serial state graph. In paragraph 4.4 a left edge algorithm is
given to allocate the registers in the register files after storage groups have been made.

To be able to proper edge color a state graph we make use of a so called Kempe sub
graph.

Definition 18 :
Let STG(S, T) be a (partial) edge colored (bipartite) state graph. A Kempe subgraph of a
node s KSs(Co, Cl) is a connected component of STG. The vertex set is equal to the
union of s and allother vertices that are reachable from s by a path only through edges
altemately colored Co and Cl starting with an edge colored Co. Directed edges are treated
as not directed.

Figure 10 shows an example of a partial edge colored state graph and a derived Kempe
subgraph namely KS1(0,2).

When we have constructed a Kempe subgraph KSs(Co, Cl) we can exchange the colors
of it, i.e. every edge colored Co gets color Cl and vice versa. This is necessary to obtain a
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proper edge coloring.

Figure 10. A partial edge colored State Graph and a derived Kempe Subgraph

4.2 A General Edge Coloring Algorithm

In this paragraph a general edge coloring algorithm is given. It needs an arbitrary graph
STG as input, in our case this will be a non bipartite parallel/serial state graph. As output
it generates a proper edge coloring for STG.

The bounds for the chromatic index of a graph STG is given by, see [Vizing64] :

J ~ X(STG) ::; J + M

This means that we have J + M colors to choose from to color STG, hence
ISCI =J+M

For our purposes this means that in the general case (i.e. the non bipartite case) we can
allocate the storage values of a data flow graph to at least J and at most J + M registers
files.

In [Stok91] a praof is given that algorithm 2 finds a proper edge coloring of a graph STG
using at least J and at most J + M colors. An explanation of algorithm 2 is also given.

In algorithm 2 we denote with:
<> an empty sequence
< a > a sequence with only one element a
X· Y the concatenation of the sequences X and Y
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Zi the ;th element of a sequence Z, with 0 ~ i ~ length(Z)

Aigorithm 2 A General Edge Coloring Algorithm.

procedure GeneraLEdge_Coloring ( STG(V*, E*) )
repeat

let e[so, SJlE E* A e[so, sJl not colored;
mcso = MC(so); mCsl = MC(Sl);

it (mcs/lmc S1 ~ 0) then
let color(e[so, sJl) E mCs/lmcSt ;

else
let Co E mcso ; Cl E mc

Sj
; color_seq =<>; node_seq =<>; j = I;

while ( :3 e[so, X]E E*: (color(e[so, x]) = Cj A xe node_seq) and
Cje color_seq ) do
let node_seq =node_seq' < x >; color_seq =color_seq· < Cj >;

Cj+lEMC(x); j = j + I;
it Cje color_seq then

tor i = I to j do
let color(e[so, sil) =Ci;

else {CjE color_seq}
construct kempe subgraph (KSso(Co, Cj ));
exchange colors (KSsO<Co, Cj ));
let Vz =last node of chain (KSsO<Co, C));

Vk+1E node_seq with color(e[so, Vk+l]) =Cj;
it Vz~Vk then

tor i = I to k do
let color(e[so, sJ) =Cj ;

else {vz =vd
tor i

let color(e[so, sJ) =Ci;
let color(e[so, sd) =Co;
tor i = k + 1 to j do

let color(e[so, sJ) =Ci;
until all edges of STG are colored

Algorithm 2 finds a coloring with not necessarily a minimal number of colors (it can be
M colors more). We can easily construct a graph STG that can be proper edge colored
using exactly 0 colors (thus X(STG) = 0) , while algorithm 2 uses more than 0 colors (but
at most 0 + M colors). This is the result of the order in which algorithm 2 colors the
edges. See for example figure II . At the top a graph is given that is proper edge colored
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using 3 colors and below the same graph is colored using 4 colors according to algorithm
2. The algorithm first colors all uncolored incident edges to node I, next all uncolored
incident edges to node 2, etc. The color an edge gets is the lowest valid color, i.e. the
color is the lowest number of the set Sc.

2

ó=3

M =1

3

Figure 11. A Proper Edge Colored Graph using 3 and 4 colors

4.3 A Bipartite Edge Coloring Aigorithm

In this paragraph a bipartite edge coloring algorithm is given. As input it needs a bipartite
graph STG, for our purposes this is a bipartite parallel/serial state graph. It generates a
proper edge coloring for STG as output.

The chromatic index of a bipartite graph STG is given by, see [König16] :

X(STG) = g

So we have exactly g colors to choose from to color STG and hence ISCI =g.

This means in our case, when we make use of a two phase clocking scheme, we can allo
cate the storage values of a data flow graph to precisely g register files.

In [Stok91] also a proof is given that algorithm 3 finds a proper edge coloring of a bipar
tite graph STG using precisely g colors. An explanation of algorithm 3 is also given.
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Algorithm 3 A Bipartite Edge Coloring Algorithm.

procedure Bipartite_Edge_Coloring ( STG(V
u

, EU) )

repeat
let e[sw' sr]e EU /\ e[sw' sr] not colored;

mcs =MC(sw); mcs =MC(sr);w r

if (mcs nmcs "# 0) then
w r

let color(e[sw, sr]) e mcswnmcsr ;
else

let Cwe mcs ; Cr e mcs ;w r

construct kempe subgraph (KSsJCw, Cr));
exchange colors (KSsJCw, Cr));
let color(e[sw, sr]) = Cr;

until all edges of STG are colored

4.4 A Left Edge Algorithm to Allocate the Regis
ters

In this paragraph a left edge algorithm is given to allocate the registers in the register files
after the storage values have been grouped in storage groups.

Algorithm 4 A Left Edge Algorithm to Allocate the Registers

procedure Allocate_Registers ( G )
sort storage values of G ascending by their write cycle step;
for i =1 to IG I do

let j = 1;
while stv; not assigned do

if stv; can be assigned to register regj then
assign stv; to regj;

else
j = j + 1;

In algorithm 4 G is a set of storage values that can be grouped in a single register file, i.e.
G is a storage group. First we sort the storage values of G ascending by their write cycle
steps. The outcome of this sort is stored in a sequence stv. Next the first storage value
stv l of the resulting sequence is assigned to register regl' Thereafter we try to assign the
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second storage value stvz to register regj, if that is not possible we insert a register regz
and assign stvz to it. This process, trying to assign storage values to registers and if ne
cessary inserting registers, is repeated until all storage values of the sequence stv are
assigned. Examples of the outcome of this process can be found in the figures 6 and 9 .

We can see from algorithm 4 that it assigns the storage values of G to a minimal number
of registers. This does not hold that the number of registers over all register files is mini
mal. This can be seen from the results given later on. An algorithm that minimizes the
number of registers over all register files is given in chapter 6.
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5. Finding Minimal Registers

In this chapter an algorithm is given to solve the register file allocation problem with a
minimal number of registers, but not necessarily a minimum number of register files. As
stated earlier this algorithm can only be used for data flow graphs free of loops.

Following paragraph 3.4.3 the outline of the total algorithm is as follows:

Algorithm 5 A Register File Allocation Algorithm which finds a
minimum number of registers.

procedure Register_File_Allocation ( DFG(V, E) , CTG(V', E') ,
parallel, bipartite )

allocate registers to all storage values;
repeat

let reg land reg2 be two registers;
if Wreg/'lWreg2 =0 A Rreg/1Rreg2 =0 then

if bipartite then
group ( regl , reg2 );

else
if Wreg/'lRreg2 = 0 A Wreg/l R reg I = 0 then

group ( regl , reg2 );

until no registers can be grouped

To allocate the registers we can use algorithm 4 of paragraph 4.4, only now the set G con
tains all the storage values of DFG. Since algorithm 4 is a left edge algorithm we end
with a minimal number of registers. As will be shown in the results this does not always
hold that we also end with a minimum number of register files.

Next we have to examine which registers can be grouped in a single register file. The
function group ( regl , reg2 ) groups the registers regl and reg2 in a single register file.
This register file is further treated as being one register reg with W reg =W regl uWreg2 and

R reg = R reg ,uRreg2 •

When no two registers can be grouped together anymore the process is stopped. As can
be seen from algorithm 5 this process is very simpie.
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6. Minimizing the Number of Registers

In this chapter an algorithm is given to solve the register file allocation problem with a
minimum number of registers, given the number of register files.

Algorithm 1 of paragraph 4.1 does not necessarily find a minimal number of registers. As
can be seen from the results of algorithm 1 the number of registers will often be greater
then the minimal number. The number of registers in a register file depends on the life
times of the storage values which are stored in that register file. Storage values are stored
in a single register file when their corresponding edges in the state graph have the same
color. So the number of registers in a register file depends on the coloring and hence also
the number of registers over all register files.

Thus to find a minimal number of registers, given the number of register files, we need to
change the edge coloring algorithms 2 and 3 into a so called optimal edge coloring algo
rithm. This optimal edge coloring algorithm changes the coloring of the state graph and
then calculates how many registers we need in total. The outline of our total optimal algo
rithm is the same as algorithm 1, except that now the optimal edge coloring algorithm is
used.

The easiest way to find all colorings is to perform a permutation over all edges. In a sin
gle permutation step the color of one edge is changed. To be able to perform a permuta
tion over all edges we store these edges in a sequence. In the beginning all the edges have
color 0, in the next permutation step the first edge of the sequence gets color 1, in the next
step color 2 until the edge has had all colors from Sc. Next the second edge gets color 1
and the first edge color 0, 1 etc. In the last permutation step all the edges have the highest
color, i.e. color ISC! - 1.

Suppose we have a state graph with 100 edges and ISC I =5. In the worst case we can
have 5100 different colorings, i.e. when the last permutation step leads to the minimal

number of registers. Since 5100 is a very large number it can take a long time to find all
colorings. Therefore we have improved our optimal edge coloring algorithm in four
ways.

First we loose a lot of time to find an initial proper edge coloring. When for example the
last two edges of the sequence are adjacent we have to wait at least until the second last
edge changes color. Until then we already have had 598 permutation steps. So we win a
lot of time when we have an initial proper edge coloring. Such an initial proper edge co
loring can be found using algorithm 2 or 3 (depending on bipartite). When we do this we
have to make sure that we store the edges in the sequence in a proper way such that no
colorings are lost. For example when we have two edges adjacent to a node with colors 0
and 1, we have to make sure that first the edge with color 1 changes color and not the
other edge.
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Next we can use algorithm 5 to calculate the minimal number of registers. After we have
performed a permutation step we can calculate how many registers we end with. If this
number is equal to the minimal number we can stop, else we go on with the next permu
tation step.

Third we do not change the color of the edges that are adjacent to the first node of the
state graph (this node is random). It doesn't matter what color the edges incident to the
first node get since it doesn't matter in which register file the storage values are stored, as
long as these storage values are written in the first cycle step. The easiest way to see this
is to give a not colored graph (i.e. a graph with only uncolored edges) a proper edge co
loring. Take a random node of this graph (in our case the first node) and a random edge
adjacent to this node. It doesn't matter what color this edge get since no other edge has
the same color and thus no storage values are being grouped. The same counts for the
other edges adjacent to this random node. When we start to color edges adjacent to
another node it starts to matter what color those edges gel. It is namely possible that the
edges adjacent to the first random node already have one of these colors and thus storage
values are being grouped.

At last when we perform a permutation step it can lead to a not proper edge coloring.
When for example the first two edges of the sequence are adjacent and the color of the
first edge is 0 and of the second edge is I, a permutation step leads to a not proper edge
coloring (both the edges get color 1). So then it is unnecessary to calculate the number of
registers and to check whether we have found the minimal number. Therefore when we
perform a permutation step only those steps are allowed that leads to a proper edge col
ored state graph.

Algorithm 6 An Optimal Edge Coloring Algorithm.

procedure OptimaLEdge_Coloring ( STG(V·(·), E·(·)) )

proper edge color state graph;
store the edges of STG in a sequence;
let openr_reg be the minimal (optimaI) number of registers;
repeat

let nr_reg be the number of registers belonging to the current colering;
if nr_reg =opt_nr_reg then

return;
else

perform a permutation step;
until no permutation step can be done

The edge coloring algorithms 2 and 3 can be used for all kinds of graphs taking into
account whether the graph is bipartite or not. Optimal edge coloring algorithm 6 however
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is restricted to the register file allocation problem. Nevertheless it can be used for all the
four cases in which we can model a state graph.
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7. Results

In this chapter some benchmark results are given concerning the register file allocation
problem.

We have tested the algorithms 1,5 and 6 for four different data flow graphs, namely pro
cedure-test 1, ptseng, fdct and mwdelf. The data flow graphs are scheduled using an
ASAP-scheduler. Graphical representations of the data flow graphs are given in appendix
A.

In appendix B some output of the algorithms is given. In the tables 1 until 4 the most
important data is summarized. We have tested our algorithms on a Hewlett Packard 750
machine.

TABLE 1: Results of procedure-test 1
number of storage values: 6

non bipartite parallel non bipartite serial
8=3,M=1 8=3,M=1

numb. of numb. of exec. numb. of numb. of exec.
registers register files time registers register files time

algorithm 1 4 3 0.0 s 4 3 0.0 s

algorithm 5 4 4 O.Os 4 4 0.0 s

algorithm 6 4 3 O.Os 4 3 0.0 s

bipartite parallel bipartite serial

numb. of numb. of exec. numb. of numb. of exec.
registers register files time registers register files time

algorithm 1 3 2 0.0 s 3 2 0.0 s

algorithm 5 3 3 O.Os 3 3 O.Os

algorithm 6 3 2 0.0 s 3 2 0.0 s

As can be seen from table I there is no difference between the parallel and the serial case
of procedure-test 1. This is because there are no multiple read values in the data flow
graph. The execution times are rounded 0.0 s, this is because procedure-test 1 is a very
simple data flow graph, as can be seen from appendix A. The execution times of algo
rithm 6 are also rounded 0.0 s. This isbecause the initial coloring leads to a minimal
number of registers. The initial coloring is taken from algorithm 1 and indeed the results
of algorithm I are optimal, i.e. a minimal number of registers and a minimal number of
register files.

In table 2 we see that algorithm 6 needs over 8 minutes to execute the non bipartite serial
case of ptseng. This is because the edge that has to change color to obtain a minimal
number of registers is almost the last edge in the sequence and thus it takes a lot of time
to change the color of that edge. Furthermore we can see that in the bipartite serial case
the execution time is rounded 0.0 s. Again this is because the initial coloring leads to a
minimal number of registers. With both the parallel cases the edge that has to change
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color is at the beginning of the sequence and hence the execution time of algorithm 6 is
small.

TABLE 2: Results of ptseng
number of storage values: 13

non bipartite parallel non bipartite serial
<5'=8,M=3 <5'=9,M=4

numb. of numb. of exec. numb. of numb. of exec.
registers register files time registers register files time

algorithm 1 10 8 0.0 s 11 9 0.1 s
algorithm 5 9 8 0.1 s 9 9 O.Os
algorithm 6 9 8 6.2 s 9 9 513.6 s

bipartite parallel bipartite serial
numb. of numb. of exec. numb. of numb. of exec.
registers register files time registers register files time

algorithm 1 8 7 O.Os 5 5 O.Os
algorithm 5 7 7 O.Os 5 5 0.1 s
algorithm 6 7 7 2.2 s 5 5 0.0 s

In table 3 once again there is no difference between the parallel and the serial case, fdct
has no multiple read values. Algorithm 6 executes the non bipartite case (parallel and
serial) of fdct in the same time as algorithm 1 does. Once again algorithm 1 gives an opti
mal initial coloring.

While testing algorithm 6 on data flow graph fdct and mwdelf we killed the process after
running longer then 7 days. The results of mwdelf are given in table 4.

TABLE 3: Results of fdct
number of storage values: 50

non bipartite parallel non bipartite serial
<5' = 18 , M = 8 <5'=18,M=8

numb. of numb.of exec. numb. of numb. of exec.
registers register files time registers register files time

algorithm 1 18 18 0.2 s 18 18 0.2 s
algorithm 5 18 18 0.2 s 18 18 0.2 s
algorithm 6 18 18 0.2 s 18 18 0.2 s

bipartite parallel bipartite serial
numb. of numb. of exec. numb.of numb. of exec.
registers register files time registers register files time

algorithm 1 12 10 0.2 s 12 10 0.2 s
algorithm 5 10 10 0.1 s 10 10 0.2 s
algorithm 6 ? ? >7 ct ? ? >7 ct

For data flow graphs procedure-test 1, ptseng and fdct algorithm 1 and/or 5 finds the
optimal solution. For data flow graph mwdelf only an optimal solution in the bipartite
parallel case is found by algorithm 5. If we make the cost of one register and one register
file the same, we see that algorithm 5 finds the cheapest solution for mwdelf. Further
algorithm 5 finds the optimal solution for ptseng and fdct and we only need one register
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file more for procedure-test 1.

In the non bipartite case we have 0 + M colors to choose from to color the state graph.
Algorithm 1 however colors all the state graphs with 0 colors, hence algorithm 1 finds the
minimal number of register files for all tested data flow graphs.

Further we can see that all the execution times of algorithm 1 and 5 are less then one se
cond, especially for mwdelf with 144 storage values this is fast. The execution times
given are inclusive the time to read the data flow graph into the data structure and inclu
sive to generate the output of appendix B. In general the execution time of algorithm 5
will be smaller then the execution time of algorithm 1. This is because algorithm 5
doesn't need to color a state graph.

At last we see that in general the bipartite serial case leads to the fewest number of regis
ters and register files, while the non bipartite parallel case leads to the most. Second best
is the bipartite parallel case and third the non bipartite serial case. This is confirm the
expectations.

TABLE 4: Results of mwdelf
number of storage values: 144

non bipartite parallel non bipartite serial
8 = 18, M =4 8 = 16, M =4

numb. of numb. of exec. numb. of numb. of exec.
registers register files time registers register files time

algorithm 1 77 18 0.8 s 56 16 0.7 s

algorithm 5 64 21 0.6 s 43 22 0.6 s

algorithm 6 ? ? >7 d ? ? >7 d

bipartite parallel bipartite serial

numb. of numb. of exec. numb. of numb. of exec.
registers register files time registers register files time

algorithm 1 74 18 0.8 s 46 10 0.7 s
algorithm 5 62 18 0.6 s 41 14 0.5 s

algorithm 6 ? ? >7 d ? ? >7 d
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8. Conclusions

We have presented three algorithms to solve the register file allocation problem for high
level synthesis. The first algorithm finds a minimum number of register files, the second
algorithm finds a minimal number of registers and the third algorithm, based on the first,
tries to minimize the number of registers given the number of register files.

The results of the fust and the second algorithm 1fe good, although for realistic data flow
graphs (over 100 operations) we may use the second algorithm for two reasons. The first
reason is that the sum of the number of registers and the number of register files is less
then the sum which the first algorithm finds. The second reason is that the execution time
of the second algorithm is smaller then the execution time of the first algorithm. Both
execution times are however small.

The results of the third algorithm are not good. It cannot be used for realistic data flow
graphs because the execution time is much too long. Another reason is that the first and
second algorithm both find a solution which is near the optimal solution and hence we
may use them both to solve the register file allocation problem.

Future work can be spend on algorithms that take into account the number of busses con
nected to a register file. Our algorithms can only be used for register files with one bus
connected to it, although this is the normal case. Further we can try to store multiple read
values in the same register file. With our assumption of storage values they are stored in
multiple register files. Finally we can try to reduce the search space for the third algo
rithm.
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Appendix A: Tested Data Flow Graphs

In this appendix graphical representations of the four tested data flow graphs are given.

procedure-test1

Figure 12. Data Flow Graph procedure-test 1
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ptseng

Figure 13. Data Flow Graph ptseng
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fdct

Figure 14. Data Flow Graph fdct
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mwdelf

Figure 15. Data Flow Graph mwdelf
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Appendix B: Output of Tests

In this appendix some output of the algorithms 1,5 and 6 is given.

The output of algorithm 1 is given for the data flow graphs:

• ptseng, non bipartite, serial

• mwdelf, bipartite, serial

The output of algorithm 5 is given for the data flow graphs:

• fdct, non bipartite, parallel

• mwdelf, bipartite, parallel

The output of algorithm 6 is given for the data flow graph:

• ptseng, non bipartite, parallel
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Output of algorithm 1:

tState ptseng.sh.edif nbs mf
parse ...
constructing stategraph ...
# states: 6
# storage_values: 13
coloring stategraph ...
constructing networkgraph ...
(register_file 0

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-30 n-32 n-25)))

(register_file 1
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-3t n-33 n-26)))
(register_file 2

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-27))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-32)))

(register_file 3
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-28))
(register 1

(dfg_nodes n-31)))
(register_file 4

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-29 n-22)))

(register_file 5
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-34)))
(register_file 6

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-23)))

(register_file 7
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-31)))
(register_file 8

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-24)))

# registers: 11
# register files: 9

real
user
sys

0.1
0.0
0.0

tState mwd.sh.edif bs mf
parse ...
constructing stategraph ...
# states: 55
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# storage_values: 144
coloring stategraph ...
constructing networkgraph ...
(register_file 0

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-300 n-212 n-214 n-214 n-220 n-211 n-222 n-222
n-230 n-230 n-293 n-327 n-327 n-340 n-344))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-208 n-232 n-232 n-270 n-331 n-304))

(register 2
(dfg_nodes n-209 n-219 n-310 n-310))

(register 3
(dfg_nodes n-241 n-262 n-339))

(register 4
(dfg_nodes n-254 n-258 n-314))

(register 5
(dfg_nodes n-271 n-280 n-303))

(register 6
(dfg_nodes n-257 n-330))

(register 7
(dfg_nodes n-346)))

(register_file 1
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-302 n-209 n-210 n-212 n-212 n-216 n-229 n-213
n-215 n-231 n-223 n-245 n-249 n-283 n-323 n-314 n-336))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-321 n-242 n-242 n-242 n-266 n-313))

(register 2
(dfg_nodes n-271 n-276 n-280 n-267 n-289 n-348))

(register 3
(dfg_nodes n-253 n-266 n-325))

(register 4
(dfg_nodes n-303 n-322 n-335))

(register 5
(dfg_nodes n-314 n-318 n-290))

(register 6
(dfg_nodes n-288)))

(register_file 2
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-312 n-208 n-217 n-220 n-224 n-228 n-208 n-233
n-221 n-240 n-240 n-245 n-282 n-332 n-323 n-344))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-231 n-236 n-267 n-267 n-291 n-287 n-290 n-322))

(register 2
(dfg_nodes n-260 n-265 n-307))

(register 3
(dfg_nodes n-257 n-261 n-268 n-333))

(register 4
(dfg_nodes n-304))

(register 5
(dfg_nodes n-307))

(register 6
(dfg_nodes n-324)))

(register_file 3
(register 0
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(dfg_nodes n-305 n-305 n-25l n-236 n-250 n-259 n-264 n-278
n-286 n-283 n-34l n-336 n-329))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-298 n-244 n-235 n-285 n-288 n-284 n-350))

(register 2
(dfg_nodes n-225 n-209 n-234 n-238 n-233 n-237 n-3l3 n-272
n-30l) )

(register 3
(dfg_nodes n-254 n-342 n-3l5))

(register 4
(dfg_nodes n-323)))

(register_file 4
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-32l n-229 n-229 n-32l n-227 n-244 n-2l8 n-230
n-253 n-269 n-269 n-278 n-266 n-3ll))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-245 n-246 n-3l9))

(register 2
(dfg_nodes n-246 n-289 n-288 n-283 n-286 n-344 n-347))

(register 3
(dfg_nodes n-306 n-263 n-35l))

(register 4
(dfg_nodes) ) )

(register_file 5
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-308 n-243 n-243 n-298 n-274 n-343))
(register 1

(dfg_nodes n-3l6 n-253 n-256 n-252 n-322 n-286 n-338 n-320))
(register 2

(dfg_nodes n-254 n-296 n-309 n-278))
(register 3

(dfg_nodes n-273)))
(register_file 6

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-3l6 n-226 n-240 n-236 n-279 n-279 n-295 n-292
n-299 n-3l7 n-334 n-3l0))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-247 n-326 n-297 n-35l n-349 n-337))

(register 2
(dfg_nodes n-289)))

(register_file 7
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-298 n-239 n-248 n-255 n-28l n-307))
(register 1

(dfg_nodes n-258 n-298 n-298))
(register 2

(dfg_nodes n-303 n-345))
(register 3

(dfg_nodes n-294)))
(register_file 8

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-256 n-328 n-295 n-277 n-3l5))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-299)))

(register_file 9
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(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-275 n-338 n-325)))

# registers: 46
# register files: 10

real
user
sys

0.8
0.6
0.0
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Output of algorithm 5:

tState fdct.sh.edif nbp mr
parse ...
constructing stategraph ...
# states: 8
# storage_values: 50
constructing register files ...
(register_file 0

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-110 n-70 n-101 n-107)))

(register_file 1
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-111 n-72 n-103 n-108)))
(register_file 2

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-112 n-74 n-105 n-91)))

(register_file 3
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-113 n-92 n-81 n-96)))
(register_file 4

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-114 n-77 n-85)))

(register_file 5
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-115 n-87 n-94)))
(register_file 6

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-116 n-100 n-102)))

(register_file 7
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-109 n-80 n-104)))
(register_file 8

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-71 n-75 n-106)))

(register_file 9
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-73 n-82)))
(register_file 10

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-67 n-84 n-90)))

(register_file 11
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-83 n-86)))
(register_file 12

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-68 n-93 n-95)))

(register_file 13
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-76 n-78 n-99)))
(register_file 14

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-69 n-88)))

(register_file 15
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(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-79 n-97)))

(register_file 16
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-89)))
(register_file 17

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-98)))

# registers: 18
# register files: 18

real
user
sys

0.2
0.2
0.0

tState rnwd.sh.edif bp rnr
parse ...
constructing stategraph ...
# states: 55
# storage_values: 144
constructing register files ...
(register_file 0

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-300 n-212 n-214 n-217 n-220 n-216 n-219 n-249
n-261 n-266 n-270 n-331 n-272 n-301 n-311))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-242 n-325))

(register 2
(dfg_nodes n-303))

(register 3
(dfg_nodes n-323))

(register 4
(dfg_nodes n-351)))

(register_file 1
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-302 n-209 n-210 n-214 n-224 n-228 n-233 n-211
n-222 n-218 n-221 n-223 n-250 n-257 n-264 n-266 n-336 n-340
n-320) )

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-260 n-251 n-262))

(register 2
(dfg_nodes n-310))

(register 3
(dfg_nodes n-273))

(register 4
(dfg_nodes n-351)))

(register_file 2
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-312 n-212 n-220 n-2l3 n-222 n-235 n-252 n-257
n-282 n-309 n-336))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-237 n-265))

(register 2
(dfg_nodes n-271 n-307))
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(register 3
(dfg_nodes n-3ü3))

(register 4
(dfg_nodes n-328)))

(register_file 3
(register ü

(dfg_nodes n-3ü5 n-2l5 n-226 n-23ü n-24ü n-24ü n-255 n-259
n-274 n-266 n-334))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-245 n-289 n-314 n-35ü))

(register 2
(dfg_nodes n-267))

(register 3
(dfg_nodes n-3ü4)))

(register_file 4
(register ü

(dfg_nodes n-3ü5 n-23ü n-269 n-283 n-29ü n-292 n-344 n-329))
(register 1

(dfg_nodes n-2ü8 n-232 n-325))
(register 2

(dfg_nodes n-267 n-3ü7))
(register 3

(dfg_nodes n-3ü4))
(register 4

(dfg_nodes n-278))
(register 5

(dfg_nodes n-338)))
(register_file 5

(register ü
(dfg_nodes n-321 n-212 n-234 n-238 n-233 n-23ü n-268 n-29ü))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-229 n-242 n-288))

(register 2
(dfg_nodes n-3ü3 n-319)))

(register_file 6
(register ü

(dfg_nodes n-321 n-243 n-227 n-231 n-236 n-24ü n-275 n-269
n-286 n-286 n-294 n-344))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-245 n-289))

(register 2
(dfg_nodes n-313))

(register 3
(dfg_nodes n-338)))

(register_file 7
(register ü

(dfg_nodes n-321 n-239 n-231 n-246 n-276 n-28ü n-291 n-293
n-286 n-332 n-344))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-245 n-333))

(register 2
(dfg_nodes n-253 n-278))

(register 3
(dfg_nodes n-3ü6 n-323)))

(register_file 8
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(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-308 n-225 n-229 n-243 n-236 n-285 n-280 n-341
n-339) )

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-254 n-342))

(register 2
(dfg_nodes n-313)))

(register_file 9
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-316 n-244 n-236 n-279 n-283 n-315))
(register 1

(dfg_nodes n-208 n-232 n-288 n-318 n-327))
(register 2

(dfg_nodes n-322 n-343)))
(register_file 10

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-316 n-253 n-246 n-278 n-295 n-315))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-254 n-289))

(register 2
(dfg_nodes n-322))

(register 3
(dfg_nodes n-346)))

(register_file 11
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-298 n-208 n-209 n-229 n-244 n-256 n-279 n-295
n-317))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-254 n-314))

(register 2
(dfg_nodes n-267 n-310)))

(register_file 12
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-298 n-248 n-253 n-288 n-284 n-287 n-327 n-335
n-348) )

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-247 n-271 n-310 n-314)))

(register_file 13
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-298 n-283 n-337 n-277))
(register 1

(dfg_nodes n-326 n-323)))
(register_file 14

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-298 n-330 n-345 n-347))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-209 n-242 n-241 n-256 n-296 n-297 n-324))

(register 2
(dfg_nodes n-281)))

(register_file 15
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-298))
(register 1

(dfg_nodes n-258 n-263 n-349))
(register 2
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(dfg_nodes n-299)))
(register_file 16

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-258 n-307))

(register 1
(dfg_nodes n-322)))

(register_file 17
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-299)))
# registers: 62
# register files: 18

real
user
sys

0.6
0.6
0.0
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Output of algorithm 6:

tState ptseng.sh.edif nbp 0

parse ...
constructing stategraph ...
# states: 6
# storage_values: 13
coloring stategraph ...
optimal # registers: 9
optimal # register files: 8
Found optimum
constructing networkgraph ...
(register_file 0

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-30 n-33 n-25)))

(register_file 1
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-31 n-34 n-26)))
(register_file 2

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-31)))

(register_file 3
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-31))
(register 1

(dfg_nodes n-32)))
(register_file 4

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-27)))

(register_file 5
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-28 n-22)))
(register_file 6

(register 0
(dfg_nodes n-29 n-23)))

(register_file 7
(register 0

(dfg_nodes n-32 n-24)))
# registers: 9
# register files: 8

real
user
sys

14.0
6.2
0.0
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